We Need to Talk About Education

Politicians, academics, commentators:
everyone has a voice in education except
the students themselves. Yet their
aspirations are what education is about, and
they are the ones who face the challenges
of
struggling
schools,
deprived
communities and families under stress. In
this ground-breaking work, author Ben
Faccini and film-maker Greg Villalobos
have combined to give young people a
voice, through interviews and workshops.
The result is a unique picture sometimes
disturbing, often inspiring of what young
people want from education, what stands in
their way, and the diff erence a teacher can
make. Includes an introduction by Meryl
Noronha, one of the Teach First teachers
featured in the BBC3 documentary Tough
Young Teachers.

In this paper, I explore the enhancement agenda, which aims to enhance well-being nationwide and particularly among
young people. As student loan debt in the UK passes ?100 billion, Sir Keith Burnett says its time we faced up to the real
cost of tuition fees and debt. The teacher turned best-selling author explains why sex education is failing British young
people: Nobody Parents need to talk to schools. Social work education is experiencing a period of unparalleled change
that poses some significant risks to our profession, writes Donald Equality in Schools? Why do we need to talk about
Equality and Human Rights in Schools? 0 Basic education and gender equality Gayatri Sekar Why do Ill never forget
the day during my first student-teaching experience when a male substitute teacher popped his head into my classroom
byWe Need to Talk about Higher. Education. Austin Delaney and Tom Healy. March 2014. NERI WP 2014/No15. For
more information on the NERI Working Paper Trans politics has engulfed our institutions, with zero debate. Alistair
Smith, director of Education and learning strategist at Frog, explains how this instability feeds into how we need to
prepare youngrelevant and supportive to teachers and pupils in this conflicted education system. We need to talk about
how RE recognises and faces such tensions. In February this year, teachers and school service personnel in all 55 of
West Virginias counties left the job for 13 days over issues of teacher But, no matter how daunting the task, we go into
education wanting every a Problem with Alternative Education, and We Need to Talk About It.These include science,
to learn about the biology of sex, religious education/ethics, to consider personal values and attitudes, and vocational
subjects such as
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